WEDNESDAY | December 7

ARCH 500 | Bill Pechet
Lasserre 309
Laura Kilam, Matthew Soules
Arnold Jung, Katly Young

ARCH 500 | Joanne Gates
Lasserre 301
John Bao, Greg Johnson, Zike Kan
Nicolas Degenais-Lasserre, Laura Kilam

ARCH 500 | Nelly Goodarzi
Lasserre 202
Joe Dahmen, Arnold Jung, Tijana Vujosevic
Mohamed Imam, Blair Setterfield

ARCH 500 | Neal Qiongyu Li
Lasserre 211
Nicolas Degenais-Lasserre, Mohamed Imam, Sara Stevens
Zuke Kan, Annalisa Meyboom

LARC 501 | Sara Jacobs + Tatiana Nozaki
Landscape Architecture Annex
Sahar Khiwila, Young-Tack Oh, Sarah Siegal
Nicky Bloom, Jordan Lyppke, Divine Nlamèye

DES 201 | Arthur Leung + Yostia Tehrani
MacMillan 290
Mari Fujita, Goli Jalali, Lorette Vaia
Sarah Klym, Young-Tack Oh, Daniel Rowntree

THURSDAY | December 8

ARCH 500/20/40 | John Bass
Decolonial House
Lasserre 309
Joanne Gates, Greg Johnson, Scott Kemp, De Peter Yi

ARCH 500/20/40 | Chris Macdonald
Expression and Collaboration
Lasserre 211
Inge Roecker, Malini Srivastiva, Patrick Stewart, Claire Wood

ARCH 500/20/40 | Goli Jalali
The Magic Carpet
Lasserre 202
Chris Doray, Mohamad Nahleh, Tatiana Nozaki, Ozayr Saloojee
Chris Doray, Sarah Klym, Ozayr Saloojee, Sara Stevens

ARCH 500/20/40 | Young-Tack Oh
Extra-Ordinary
Lasserre 105
Sara Jacobs, Greg Paradis, Sarah Sako, Sara Stevens
Uytae Lee, Mohamad Nahleh, Bil Sari, Justin-Benjamin Taylor

LARC 504/505 | Joe Dahmen
Material Ecologies: Coastal Community Infrastructure
CIRS Policy Lab A
Tracey MacTavish, Katya Yoshimansova

LARC 504/505 | Nicky Bloom
Imagine-Build 2200
Lasserre 301
Sara Jacobs, Arthur Leung, Kendra Scanlon

LARC 504/505 | Mithun
Unangling Harm from Home
MacMillan 256 + 260
Charlene Alcock, Cory Douglas, Anigie Dampalk, Malcolm McIvor

UDES 502 | Keex Lokman
Landscape Architecture Annex
Kevin Cermeny, Geoff Cox, Jennifer Cutbill, Dongsei Kim

DES 301 | Mari Fujita + Amy Sharma
MacMillan 290
Riley Baechler, Liliya Djaniants, Josh Potvin, Jane Vorbrodt
Cameron Fraser, Arnold Jung, Alissa Medina Laddaga

MacMillan 370
Mariam Almorin, Edward Park, Patsy Rios
Liliya Djaniants, Callum Nolan, Autumn Ripgen, Alec Smith

FRIDAY | December 9

ARCH 500/20/40 | Matthieu Grady
Towards a More Responsive Tower
Lasserre 202
Michael Lecsko, Annalisa Meyboom, De Peter Yi

ARCH 500/20/40 | John Hemsworth
Last Resort
Lasserre 301
Mari Fujita, Susanne Hunter, Mehrdad Jahangiri, Mohamad Nahleh

ARCH 500/20/40 | Shirley Shen + Cedric Yo
Sociopolis
Lasserre 105
Scott Graham, Dessi Kudjoe, Kathy McGregor, Ozayr Saloojee, Terry Sheppard
Katherine Ann Co, Marta Farevaag, Harney Giusku, Malini Srivastiva, Karen Williams

ARCH 500/20/40 | Blair Setterfield
The Even More Brutal Studio
Lasserre 309
Thomas Gaudin, Naol Gyeongyu Li, Bill Pechet, Malini Srivastiva
Joanne Gates, Stuart Lodge, Ozayr Saloojee

ARCH 500/20/40 | Caner Oktom
Experiments in Urban Condensers - Social and Other Types
Lasserre 5C
Sungwoo Cho, Dongse Kwon, Keex Lokman, Kelly Kiyolalia, Craig Taylor

LARC 504/05 | Fiorn Byrne
Folly
Landscape Architecture Annex
Kenthryan Park, Daniel Rowntree, Deimere Valadares

DES 401 | Yuchi Watanabe
MacMillan 290
Liliya Djaniants, Mari Fujita, Viren Kallianpur, Christel Lindgren, Bill Pechet

Visiting Critics

Liliya Djaniants
Lecturer, College of Architecture and Planning, University of Colorado Denver

Dongsei Kim
Assistant Professor, Architecture, New York Institute of Technology

Mohamad Nahleh
Lecturer in Architecture and Urbanism, MIT Architecture

Ozayr Saloojee
Associate Professor, Azrieli School of Architecture and Urbanism, Carleton University

Malini Srivastava
Associate Professor, Architecture, University of Minnesota College of Design

De Peter Yi
Associate Professor, University of Cincinnati College of Design, Architecture, Art, and Planning